
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DESCRIPTION 

                                        Labeling machine for boles FE-09 

Commercial proposal  
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12 month 
Roman Tsibulsky 

RUSSIA, 115035, MOSCOW, 17 PIATNITSKAYA ST. 

+7(495)364- -38 08

info@minipress.ru

www.minipress.ru 

Supplier of pharmaceucal equipment in Russia 
MINIPRESS.RU 

The labeling machine is designed for unilateral or bilateral 

labeling of glass and plasc boles, jars, boles, jerricans, for 

the installaon in the line of packing of gelan capsules and 

tablets into plasc boles. Automac labeling machine for 

self-adhesive labeling boles and boles. Economical and easy 

to operate the machine is used in the pharmaceucal, 

cosmec and food industries for labeling medecines, 

cosmecs and beverages. 

The output is 150 labels per minute We provide a full range 

of services: installaon, training, start-up, repair. Complies 

with the GMP standard. We provide detailed instrucons for 

seng up this model of the labeling machine. Before sending 

the machine for labeling, machine  checked and tested in is

producon. Completeness and working capacity is 

guaranteed. We maintain a stock of parts and consumables 

in the warehouse. The price is indicated taking into account 

customs payments in Russia and delivery to the city of the 

client.  

Founded in 1999
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MANUFACTURER - CHINA  
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SPECIFICATIONS  

Automac machine for gluing self-adhesive labels on boles "FE-  09"

Producvity: maximum 150 boles per minute 

Diameter of boles: 15-100 mm 

Height of round boles: 35-150 mm 

Height of square boles: 20x20 mm - 120x120 mm 

Length of labels: 25-210 mm 

Label height: 25-90 mm 

Power supply: 220V, 50Hz, 

Power: 1,1  kW

Overall dimensions: 2000mm x 1150mm x 1650mm 

Weight: 250 kg 

Shipping Weight: 320 kg 

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 

Automac system for feeding bottles to the conveyor belt. The system turns on automacally and draws the label 

from the roll and presses the label. Compact structure and ease of operaon. Photoelectronic elements of 

control, accuracy of labeling, the funcon "no object - stopping", automac control of the missing label. The main 

part of the labeling machine is made of stainless steel SUS304. Ability to use dierent sizes of labels. The system 

of pressing the label against the surface of the bole avoids air bubbles. Feed labels from the roll with a stepper 

motor. If necessary, you can add the print funcon series, numbers and producon dates. Equipment and 

materials used in the manufacture of stainless steel and high-alloyed alloys meet the requirements of GMP 

producon. 

+7(495)364- -38 08

VALUE  USD  018 00.00

PRICE ,  USD                                     15254 24

VAT   ,  USD                                       2745 76

PRODUCTION TIME                          - DAYS                    30 40 

 ESTIMATED DELIVERY TIME - DAYS                               30 40 

Payment is made in rubles to the account in Moscow 

at  the rate of the RF Cental Bank 

Owner and supervisor 

ROMAN TSIBULSKY 

OUR SERVICES FOR CLIENTS: 

 

1) TRAINING TECHNOLOGIES OF LABELING. 

    We  training  on our  equipment  before  buying. Tesng  of materials. We  provide 

           consultaons on the organizaon of labeling, with a full range of addional 

equipment and consumables. 

2) WE COMPLETE PHARMACEUTICAL AND CONFECTIONERY PRODUCTION. 

We  have  automac  and  semi-automac  labeling  machines  in  Russia,  which  we 

provide to our customers. You can always contact us with your ideas and requests. 

3) SUPPLY OF EQUIPMENT FOR SELF-ADHERING LABELS. 

     The products  are fully  comply with  the new  GMP  requirements. The  release  of

          labeling machines is accompanied by strict quality control, vericaon of all 

documentaon, well-organized aer-sales equipment equipment. 

4) SPARE PARTS SUPPLY 

The manufacturer can also oer a model of labeling machines, based on the goals 

and objecves of the customer. We will assist in the maintenance and repair of any 

packaging equipment. Service center in Russia for the CIS countries. 
 

 


